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ABSTRACT
Combustion within the channels of a wave rotor is examined as a means of obtaining pressure gain during heat addition in a gas turbine engine. Several modes of combustion are considered and the factors that determine the applicability of three modes are evaluated in detail: premixed autoignition/detonation, premixed deflagration, and non-premixed compression ignition. The last two will require strong turbulence for completion of combustion in a reasonable time in the wave rotor. The compression/autoignition modes will require inlet temperatures in excess of 15000°C for reliable ignition with most hydrocarbon fuels; otherwise, a supplementary ignition method must be provided. Examples of combustion mode selection are presented for two core engine applications that had been previously designed with equivalent 4-port wave rotor topping cycles using external combustion.

INTRODUCTION
The internal combustion wave rotor is a promising means of pressure-gain combustion. This concept, which approaches the thermodynamic ideal of constant-volume combustion within a steady-flow engine flow path, can provide significant enhancement of gas turbine engine performance and can reduce NOx emissions.

The possibility of constant-volume heat addition, with pressure gain instead of pressure loss, has been a long-sought ideal in the design of gas turbines. Indeed, the earliest working gas turbines had constant-volume or pulsating combustion chambers1. The difficulty of analyzing the flow in these devices,

and the non-steady flow they presented to the turbine, prevented them from competing with the simpler but less efficient steady-flow combustor. Over the years, a variety of methods have been investigated for pressure-gain combustion or compound cycle arrangements with substantially steady flow to the turbine. These include pulse or valved combustors, detonation-wave combustors, wave rotors, and reciprocating piston engines2. Figure 1 includes a schematic of the concept and a T-S diagram which shows that constant-volume heat addition (2-3), yields a cycle with greater potential work output (3-4) than a conventional cycle (1-2-3'-4') with the same peak cycle temperature (TIT).

Figure 1. Pressure gain combustion

---

1 National Research Council—NASA Research Associate at Lewis Research Center, AIAA Member.
The wave rotor arguably offers the closest viable approach to this thermodynamic ideal. On the one hand, simple pulse combustors have passive or no valving to control the flow, but have limited pressure gain potential. On the other hand, piston machines offer tight flow control and high pressure ratios, but are mechanically complex, bulky, and heavy. A well-designed wave rotor can provide large-amplitude pressure waves and active flow control, and will be a light, compact, low-loss device with a single low-cost moving part.

Wave Rotor Background

The wave rotor is a device that utilizes unsteady waves to exchange energy directly between fluids. It consists of a number of channels arranged about an axis; by rotation the ends of the channels are periodically connected to high and low pressure manifolds which generate and utilize waves in the channels. The flow in the manifolds is steady, and is directed to other steady flow components. An important feature is that as gases of a wide range of temperature flow through the rotor, the channel walls experience a mean temperature that is lower than the highest gas temperature. Rotational speed is low relative to turbomachines, and the geometry usually simpler. The thermal/structural design and materials issues are expected to be less difficult.

Of many proposed applications the most successful include the Brown Boveri Comprex supercharger for diesel engines, and the Cornell Aero Lab wave 'superheater' for hypersonic research. Currently the wave rotor is receiving renewed attention as a means of improving the performance of gas turbine engines by increasing the pressure ratio and the peak cycle temperature beyond the limits of turbomachinery.

Wave rotor enhancement of gas turbines can utilize 'external' (i.e. conventional, steady flow) combustion or 'internal' (on-rotor) combustion. This distinction between internal and external combustion is made with reference to the wave rotor; in the thermodynamic sense, combustion is in both cases internal, i.e., within the working fluid. Previous research to apply wave rotors to gas turbines have generally used external combustion. Compressor discharge air at low pressure is further compressed in the wave rotor channels by compression waves or shock waves generated by hot combustion gases from an external steady flow combustor. The hot gases expand and cool as they are exhausted to the turbine, which therefore operates at a lower temperature than the combustor exit. Thus the wave rotor provides a topping stage to increase the efficiency and power output. The pressure ratio and peak temperature of the engine cycle are increased.

Pressure Gain Combustion in the Wave Rotor

In an internal combustion wave rotor, combustion occurs within the wave channels, each channel being periodically charged and discharged as it rotates past appropriate inlet and outlet ports. The typical combustion and wave processes are illustrated in the wave rotor sketch in Figure 2. The inlet manifold has been omitted to reveal the inlet port in the stationary end plate.

This concept has the following advantages:

(a) Pressure gain equivalent to or greater than a topping stage wave rotor, but more compact and with less ducting and associated flow losses, since the external combustor is eliminated.

(b) The burned gas begins expanding within the rotor immediately after combustion, minimizing the residence time at peak temperature and associated NOx formation.

(c) the wave rotor is periodically cooled by the air flow and can tolerate high gas temperature, and

(d) it provides precompression of inlet air as it is brought to rest in the channel. This also provides a source of pressurized cooling air for the turbine, without which pressure-gain concepts are impractical.

Wave Rotor Sketch:

**Figure 2. Internal combustion wave rotor sketch**
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If successful, this concept could provide a quantum advancement in the performance of combustion engines, relative to the present scope for improvements in conventional gas turbine or reciprocating internal combustion (IC) engines. In a sense it may be said to combine the best of both worlds: the confined-combustion thermodynamic advantage of the IC engine, and the high power/weight advantage of turbine shaft power over piston machinery. The idealized performance of the IC engine cycle, conceived as a sequence of static states, is usually compromised by dynamic effects at high speed operation. In contrast, the wave rotor is designed to exploit dynamic (wave) effects.

Table 1 indicates the pressure rise developed with adiabatic constant volume combustion of hydrogen/air and propane/air mixtures at various initial conditions, calculated using equilibrium chemistry and real gas thermodynamic data. Note that the pressure ratio is strongly influenced by the initial temperature.

For simplicity, the T-S diagram of Figure 1 omitted the dynamic processes of charging and discharging the combustion chamber(s). In reality, the necessity of recharging the channels at the inlet pressure implies that the pressure gain available at the turbine will be less than the ideal constant volume combustion pressure ratio indicated in Table 1, although still greater than unity. Indeed, it is the wave dynamics of charging and discharging that primarily determine the performance potential of a wave rotor design, irrespective of whether internal or external combustion is used.

Table 1. Constant volume adiabatic combustion pressure ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mixture─</th>
<th>H₂/Air</th>
<th>C₃H₈/Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equiv. ratio─</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial condition─</td>
<td>1 atm</td>
<td>1 atm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>596ºR, 1 atm</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350ºR, 1 atm</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350ºR, 20 atm</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fast combustion is essential to minimize residence time and rotor size. The typical peak flame speed in an automotive SI engine is of the order of 30-150 ft/s. In the wave rotor we would like the rate of combustion to be equivalent to a lengthwise flame speed of perhaps 100-500 ft/s for single-flame premixed combustion, comparable to the wave speeds (typically 1000-2000 ft/s), so that the time taken for combustion is not an inordinately large part of the total cycle time. This will require judicious design of the mode of combustion based on fuel properties and the wave rotor inlet conditions over the range of operation of the engine.

**Nitrogen Oxides (NOₓ) emissions**

Combustion NOₓ emissions are a function of combustion temperature, residence time, and stoichiometry. In a wave rotor, the residence time at high temperature can be kept very short by properly timing the expansion which discharges the channel. The peak cycle temperature (for a homogeneous fluid) will also be somewhat less than for an equivalent-performance topping cycle wave rotor with external constant-pressure combustion. Actual temperatures in any combustor may of course locally exceed this value. It is possible to stratify the charge in the wave rotor inlet for ultra-lean combustion overall and enrichment only at the ignition site, similar to the approach taken for reciprocating engines."
formation. Another drawback is the large pressure drop necessary for injection of air for rapid mixing. A rich-combustion wave rotor can provide: (a) a self-cooled combustion chamber, (b) pressure exchange to bypass air to provide high injection pressure needed for rapid second stage mixing, (c) immediate wave expansion of the rich burn gases, minimizing peak-temperature residence time and NO\textsubscript{x} formation, and (d) lower enthalpy of exiting rich product gas by utilizing combustion energy for precompression and bypass compression, thereby reducing stoichiometric temperature and NO\textsubscript{x} formation in the mixing-zone.

**COMBUSTION MODES**

It is acknowledged that there are many uncertainties about possible reaction initiation, propagation, and extinction mechanisms, and related phenomena. For even the simplest fuels, the chemical mechanism of combustion is complex and not well understood. In addition, molecular diffusion, turbulence, radiation exchange, multi-phase, wall-surface, and catalytic effects may be important.

For the sake of discussion of some of these issues we distinguish among several modes of combustion of fuel and air, involving either premixed or non-premixed combustion, and different ignition mechanisms. A real combustion system may have features and behavior that combine more than one of these idealized modes. Possible modes for premixed combustion are:

(a) Deflagration, when thermally ignited at one end by a spark, laser, recirculated hot gas, or other means. *Laminar* flame speed is a very small fraction of the acoustic speed since it depends on molecular diffusion processes -- too slow for lengthwise flame propagation in a wave rotor unless accelerated by turbulence or compression heating, or initiated at multiple ignition sites. As in IC engines, *turbulent* flame propagation speed will depend principally on turbulence intensity and scales, and on combustion temperature.

(b) Volume mode. This may follow a slow initial deflagration if the (spatially uniform) pressure rise autoignites all the unreacted gas simultaneously. (Predicted for Lewis number less than unity, under certain conditions.\textsuperscript{14}) The delay time may be excessive or inconsistent for our purpose, making the 'explosion' unreliable.

(c) Shock-wave compression ignition followed by a reaction front. This will be achievable with sufficiently high initial temperature, and the reaction timescale will be short. The reaction will strengthen and accelerate the shock. It may be a 'fast flame'\textsuperscript{15} (slower than the shock) or develop into a detonation.

(d) Self-sustained detonation, initiated either by transition from a deflagration (unlikely for typical channel length), or by shock ignition, or another direct method.

*Non-premixed* combustion may be treated as a separate mode:

(e) Auto-ignited (or compression-ignited) when fuel is injected into air at (or immediately compressed to) sufficiently high temperature, as in a diesel IC engine. Some of the fuel and oxygen mix before autoignition, and are then rapidly consumed; the remainder react at a rate determined by mixing processes. Turbulent mixing will be essential for fast burn.

Attention will be focused on three of the above modes which are considered most feasible and controllable: (a), (c), and (e). The shock-ignition case of mode (d) is treated as a subset of (c).

The unsteady flow process within the wave rotor is best illustrated by a wave diagram. This may be viewed as an x-t diagram which is a time-history of the flow in any single channel. Alternatively, it may be viewed as an instantaneous 'snapshot' of the flow in the entire rotor (ignoring the channel walls), with the rotor 'unwrapped' or developed. The vertical axis may represent time (t) or circumferential location (θ). Figures 3 and 4 are simplified wave diagrams for generic shock-ignition and deflagration modes for a premixed charge. If the inlet temperature and velocity are sufficiently high, the mixture may react almost instantly in a thin reaction front immediately following the shock, thus forming a detonation (Figure 3). With lower post-compression temperature, reaction does not occur until deflagration is ignited by a spark or other means, possibly from each end, and propagates through the mixture (Figure 4). An intermediate or transitional mode may be possible, where shock-induced reactions and flame front propagation are both important. With successful ignition in either mode, the reaction will energize the stopping shock through pressure waves, and further accelerate the reaction front.
In Figures 3 and 4 the hot gas present in the channel from the previous cycle is shown to be completely exhausted so that the contact surface (dashed line) between the exhaust gas and the fresh charge goes all the way across the length of the channel. Such complete purging is not possible in a simple 2-port wave rotor intended to produce a pressure gain such that the exhaust port is at a higher pressure than the inlet port. Therefore, the wave diagram in Figure 4 should be modified to show only partial scavenging. As a consequence, the right end wall cannot be the location of an ignition source; instead, the hot gas remaining in the channel may be used for ignition (subject to the avoidance of flashback as discussed in the next section). The purging limitation does not apply if combustion gas is extracted from the wave rotor at two pressure levels, as in Figure 3, since the second exhaust port can then be a lower pressure than the inlet port. Also, these considerations are independent of the particular modes of on-rotor combustion illustrated here.

Premixed Autoignition and Detonation

An important factor influencing the likely mode is the autoignition quality of the fuel, which determines whether reaction can occur due to compression temperature rise alone, without the arrival of a flame front propagated by molecular or turbulent diffusion. Autoignition involves many chemical steps. In a gaseous hydrocarbon-air mixture at a temperature around 1000-1500°C, autoignition has been observed to consist of a two-stage chemical process involving a "cool flame". Empirically, autoignition is usually quantified by the autoignition delay time for a particular fuel/oxidant mixture at given temperature and pressure conditions. The chemical autoignition time varies among common hydrocarbon fuels by about an order of magnitude at fixed conditions. Also, the presence of small amounts of certain compounds (such as octane boosters in gasoline) can strongly affect autoignition in otherwise identical compositions.

Autoignition delay times have been measured in a variety of experimental reactors, including rapid compression machines, shock tubes, combustion bombs, and continuous plug flow ducts. The values reported vary significantly, even under similar conditions, and there is disagreement about the relative influence of reaction variables (such as stoichiometry). Investigators acknowledge that ignition delay data need to be interpreted carefully in

---

Figure 3. Simplified wave diagram for shock-induced detonation mode

Figure 4. Simplified wave diagram for energized-ignition flame propagation mode
Referring to Figure 3, if the inflow is at nearly sonic speed, the temperature will rise by a factor about 1.4 through the stopping shock. For a hydrocarbon-air mixture entering at about 1600°F, the chemical induction time will drop by a factor of about 100 upon adiabatic compression to 2250°F, from perhaps a few milliseconds to one-hundredth of a millisecond. In comparison, the acoustic transit time will be about half a millisecond for a 1 foot long channel. For these conditions it may be reasonable to assume nearly instantaneous reaction behind the shock front to form equilibrium products. Otherwise, if the post-compression temperature is below about 2000°F, the chemical time scale will be finite relative to the acoustic time scale and must be quantified. For much lower temperature (below about 1000°F) autoignition reactions are negligible for most hydrocarbon fuels.

Note that from the reference of the unreacted mixture, the stopping end plate is equivalent to a suddenly started piston. The velocity of the gas relative to the plate, and the enthalpy of reaction, together determine whether an eventual steady-state wave (if formed) would correspond to an overdriven detonation, a Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) detonation, or no detonation. C-J detonation speeds for mixtures of propane and hydrogen with air for various conditions are given in Table 2 to illustrate the reaction speed.

The disadvantage of the detonation mode is that the wave rotor channels have to be structurally and thermally capable of handling the large pressure pulse and high speed hot gas flow behind the detonation. The pressure pulse could be exploited to drive a high pressure turbine and obtain improved performance. Note also that the duration of the high heat load is very short, and the actual wall temperature will depend on the entire cycle of hot and cold flow. Nonetheless, the weight and cost of a robust rotor may be excessive. The other drawback of relying on this mode is the uncertainty related to the temperature and composition sensitivity of autoignition already discussed. When the inlet temperature is too low for consistent and rapid autoignition, for instance at startup, an alternative ignition method is required.

An issue that concerns any premixed mode, particularly with high inlet temperatures, is premature ignition and flashback. Each channel that is rotated into contact with the intake port contains a source of ignition in the residual hot gas, albeit expanded to a relatively low temperature. If ignition by this means is sufficiently delayed so that the intake process is completed before a flame can travel upstream of the inlet plane, there is no danger. One way to avoid pre-ignition is to arrange the injection of fuel in the intake such that there is no fuel near the opening side wall of the port, thus creating an inert air buffer zone between the combustible mixture and the residual gas in the channel. The valving action of the wave rotor then naturally separates the main combustion event from the intake port. But inadequate seals may still cause premature ignition by hot gas leaking from the casing through the gap between the end wall and the spinning rotor. The hot channel walls may also potentially serve to cause ignition of the inflowing mixture. (The temperature of the walls will equilibrate somewhere between the high and low gas temperatures such that there is no net heat transfer over a complete cycle.) With sufficiently high inlet velocity, however, the high strain rate in the wall boundary layer will prevent flame stabilization. It is appropriate to point out here that all combustion which occurs before confinement and pressurization contributes absolutely no benefit from taking place in a wave rotor.

Table 2. Equilibrium C-J Detonation Speeds (ft/s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mixture</th>
<th>H₂/Air</th>
<th>C₃H₈/Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5360°F, 1 atm</td>
<td>6460</td>
<td>5280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13500°F, 1 atm</td>
<td>6270</td>
<td>5320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350°C, 20 atm</td>
<td>8200</td>
<td>7050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Autoignition delay for common fuels
Premixed Deflagration

**Turbulent** flame propagation is necessary for fast burn in this mode, just as it is in the SI engine. For very narrow channels, turbulence levels may be low and heat losses significant. Therefore relatively wide channels are desirable. Sources of turbulence generation in the gas prior to being on board include the upstream compressor, ducting, fuel injection, and the opening process. Additional turbulence could be generated by a screen of appropriate mesh-size, if necessary.

As the flow passes into the channels, the turbulent kinetic energy will be distributed into length scales no larger than the characteristic channel transverse dimension (b). After coming on board, the turbulence will be affected by the compression or shock wave which stops the main flow, as well as decay with the passage of time until combustion is accomplished. Since ignition can occur as soon as the inlet closes this delay time is short. In contrast, reciprocating engine intake turbulence decays considerably during piston compression, and various means (squish, swirl, tumble) are employed to enhance turbulence.

If the turbulence intensity (root mean square of velocity fluctuations, \( u' \)) is known, and the characteristic lengthscale of turbulent eddies is assumed equal to b, their characteristic timescale will be \( b/u' \); this is a measure of their rate of decay. Using the intake duration \( t_i \) as a measure of the decay time, the extent of decay can be characterized by the number of eddy rotations \( n_e = t_i u'/b \).

For small inlet Mach no. \( M_i \), it can easily be shown that \( n_e = (u'/U_i) (L_i/b) (1+M_i) \), where \( L_i \) is the filled length of the channel (which may be less than the total length) and \( U_i \) is the inlet velocity. For typical values of \( L_i/b=10 \), \( u'/U_i=0.1 \), \( M_i=0.3 \), there is about one rotation and thus little decay.

Turbulent combustion can occur in a variety of regimes ranging from wrinkled laminar flames to distributed combustion. When a propagating flame can be defined, turbulent flame speed (\( s_t \)) depends on both turbulence properties and chemical kinetics. Investigators have attempted to express it as a function of the laminar flame speed (\( s_l \)) and \( u' \). Measurements of \( s_l \) in some experiments [reviewed by Heywood\(^2\)] indicate that \( s_l \) is about equal to \( u' \) for moderate levels of turbulence up to twenty times \( s_l \). If the inlet Mach number is 0.3 and the ratio \( u'/U_i \) is 0.1, the effective flame speed may be about 3% of the acoustic speed at inlet conditions. Although increasing the relative turbulence intensity is expected to help boost the flame speed, there is little data about flame propagation at very high intensities.

Ignition of a premixed gas could be by a spark, laser, recirculated or residual hot gas, or other means. In most cases there will be an ignition delay time during which an initial flame kernel develops. The combustion rate will be governed by laminar flame kinetics until the kernel reaches the size of the turbulent eddies. Multiple or distributed ignition sites would reduce the combustion time. Recirculation of high pressure combustion gas from leading channels via a passage in the end wall (as illustrated in Figure 4) can be used to provide high-speed penetrating jets of hot gas; thus high turbulence, reduced ignition delay, and fast reaction will be achieved by this means. Ignition by residual gas in the channel can be utilized only if there is a natural ignition delay which can prevent pressure loss and flashback, and if it is not precluded by buffering to avoid flashback (as discussed in the last section). It would be fortuitous if residual gas ignition can be managed and timed correctly over the range of operation of the engine.

The turbine inlet temperature limitation usually necessitates an overall fuel-air ratio that is considerably leaner than stoichiometric, with typical equivalence ratios in the range of 0.3 to 0.4. This creates a concern whether such a mixture can support ignition and flame, particularly for low inlet temperatures. Lean-burn IC engines require charge stratification for reliable ignition, with the mixture near the spark being nearly stoichiometric. The spark is often located in a fuel-enriched 'pre-chamber' which discharges a torch of hot flame into the main chamber. The laminar flame speed and the minimum ignition energy for successful ignition both depend strongly on stoichiometry. The wave rotor charge can be similarly stratified by non-uniform fuel injection, but this will result in a temperature non-uniformity in the outflow to the turbine. The usual non-uniformity in outflow velocity will aid in homogenization if there is sufficient residence time in a downstream mixing region, but this issue will have to be considered in more depth. An on-axis wave rotor will present circumferential non-uniformity to the turbine.

Another important issue in this mode is that autoignition can occur in the end gas ahead of the flame due to combustion-induced compression of the
unburnt mixture. Some pre-combustion reactions will normally occur as the temperature rises. If these reactions lead to autoignition before the flame arrives the concerns raised about the detonation mode also apply here. It may be necessary to use a relatively ‘high octane’ fuel to avoid autoignition. However, this concern will be mitigated for lean mixtures in the end gas.

Non-premixed Compression Ignition

The potential problems with premixing are uncontrolled autoignition and detonation, flashback, and ignition failure for lean mixtures. Combustion could be accomplished rapidly without complete premixing if (a) inlet temperature is sufficiently high that physical and chemical ignition delay time is very short, and (b) turbulent mixing is strong during combustion.

The non-premixed mode is similar to diesel IC engine combustion. Heat release profiles in diesel engines show that combustion occurs in two phases. The first is rapid combustion of the fuel and air that mixed during the ignition delay period. The second phase is mixing-controlled and usually represents the bulk of the fuel consumption. The time to completion is therefore effectively determined by the turbulent mixing timescale, which normally exceeds the kinetic timescale. Similar behavior is expected in the wave rotor.

Figure 6. Simplified wave diagram for non-premixed mode

Typical high-speed diesel sprays have initial injection velocity over 300 ft/s and can penetrate over several inches, but would take many milliseconds to do so if initiated only after the air comes to rest in the channel. To fully utilize the charge air and obtain good mixing, fuel injection will have to commence during air intake and multiple injectors may be needed. A possible wave diagram for non-premixed combustion is given in Figure 6. With inlet port injection, fuel distribution is accomplished by the flow of air rather than by spray penetration, but high pressure injection is still necessary for good atomization of liquid fuel. A likely design for port injection is a rail-type injector with plain orifices. Swirl orifices will not be useful unless placed some distance upstream of the inlet plane. Admittedly, the distinction from premixed combustion can become blurred if the number of inlet injector locations is large.

The autoignition delay time with most hydrocarbon fuels will be below one millisecond if the temperature exceeds 1800°C and the pressure is over 30 atm (Figure 5). For liquid fuels with high pressure injection and good atomization the physical component of the delay time is usually a small fraction. This is the time for a small amount of the fuel to evaporate and mix with air before chemical reactions can commence. The remaining fuel continues to evaporate and burn during the mixing phase of combustion.

The sources of turbulence in the mixture include the air turbulence before and during intake, as discussed for the premixed deflagration mode, as well as the high speed fuel jet. Air turbulence in CI piston engines is subject to the same limitations and decay as discussed for SI engines. The total burn duration in high speed diesels can be several milliseconds. In the wave rotor, the combustion time will be comparable to the characteristic turbulence timescale, which can be estimated from the turbulence intensity and the characteristic lengthscale. No significant turbulence decay is expected if autoignition is fast.

EXAMPLE DESIGN CASES

Two specific applications to gas turbines engines will be considered. This exercise is intended to illustrate some of the issues discussed above, but is limited to the particular cases considered. Based on an experimentally validated CFD code developed recently at the NASA Lewis Research Center, Wilson
and Paxson\textsuperscript{7} have presented optimized wave rotor designs for 4-port external combustion topping cycles for engine sizes from 4 to 400 lb/sec core flow capacity. The equivalent 2-port internal combustion wave rotors, which would have the same inflow and outflow states, are examined here for two of these designs. The overall performance of the topped engines depend only on these states, and thus would be identical, whether the combustion is internal or external. Although the wave rotor design features optimized for external combustion may not all be appropriate for on-board combustion, as many as possible are retained. The fuel is assumed to be a hydrocarbon similar to jet fuel.

Table 3 indicates the relevant data for these designs. The 4-port wave rotor cycles for both designs are virtually identical when non-dimensionalized with respect to their inlet states. Their common wave diagram, shown in Figure 7, shows that the hot gas present in the channel is not completely exhausted but a fraction of it is recirculated to the external combustor. The reason is the same as that discussed for the 2-port internal combustion rotor - that complete scavenging is inconsistent with pressure gain. Only 65% of the hot gas in the channel at state \textquoteleft f' is exhausted; the mass flow through the combustor is increased by a factor of 1.55 due to the recirculation of the remainder. Thus the channel is only partially filled with fresh air for compression in the wave rotor. Accounting for temperature differences and pressure changes, the fresh charge (state \textquoteleft i') will come to occupy 45% of the length of the channel, if unreacted after the ram compression wave.

Figure 8 is a wave diagram for a 2-port wave rotor using internal combustion, which replicates the inlet and exhaust flows of the 4-port wave rotor. The strengths of the inlet compression wave and the exhaust expansion wave are also replicated; as are therefore the states marked \textquoteleft i' and \textquoteleft f' which now represent the initial and final states of the internal combustion process. Although the total volume of gas remains constant, the fresh charge expands in volume by a factor of 1.4 during combustion while the pressure increases by a factor of 1.7. Neglecting irreversibility during the recompression of the residual gas, the final states of the fresh and residual gases are indistinguishable.

The absolute temperatures of the initial states in the two engine designs differ widely, dictating different combustion modes as discussed below.

### Table 3. Engine and wave rotor design data\textsuperscript{7,23}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small Engine</th>
<th>Large Engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base Engine</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Mass Flow (lb/sec)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft Compression Ratio</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine Inlet Temperature ($\circ$R)</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressor Discharge Temp. ($\circ$R)</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Air to Fuel Mass Ratio</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Four-port wave rotor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Diameter, Length (in.)</td>
<td>6, 6</td>
<td>24, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Height, Width (in.)</td>
<td>0.637,0.30</td>
<td>4.51, 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor Speed (rpm)</td>
<td>15600</td>
<td>4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave cycles per revolution</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave cycle period (ms)</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Inlet Velocity (ft/s)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance of topped engine</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Gain in wave rotor</td>
<td>1.232</td>
<td>1.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Increase in core specific power</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Decrease in SFC</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combustion initial and final states</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_i$ ($\circ$R)</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_i$ (atm)</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_f$ ($\circ$R)</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_f$ (atm)</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>94.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Small Engine Case

Referring to Figure 5, the autoignition delay time for the initial conditions of 1150$\circ$R and 9.7 atm is about 50 ms for most hydrocarbon fuels, whereas the intake process takes only about 0.5 ms. Therefore the only feasible mode of combustion is premixed deflagration, ignited by a spark or hot gas jet at the left end wall, and possibly also by the residual gas on the right. Recirculated or residual hot gas from previous combustion at the same overall equivalence ratio of 0.3 will have a temperature of 2530$\circ$R.

Suppose the charge near the left end wall is stoichiometric to ensure ignition and minimize the ignition delay. For the above initial conditions, the laminar flame speed is estimated to be 3.5 ft/sec for gasoline and similar fuels. If the characteristic turbulence length scale is taken equal to the channel width (0.3 in.) the spark ignition delay time is estimated to be 7 ms, which is clearly unacceptable if the total wave cycle time is to be limited to about the same as for the 4-port rotor. Although this is a crude estimate, it is a fairly certain indication that a much
A stronger source of ignition is desirable, such as a jet of recirculated hot gas.

If the turbulence kinetic energy in the inlet flow is assumed to be about 5\% of the total kinetic energy (which corresponds to a drop in total pressure of about 1\%), then $u' = 150$ ft/s. With a single turbulent flame travelling at this speed for the distance about half the length of the rotor which contains combustible mixture, the time for combustion is about 1.6 ms. This would put the total wave cycle time at only slightly over that for the corresponding external combustion design. Even if this intensity of turbulence could be provided, there remains some question whether the extrapolation of flame speed to these conditions is valid. There is a critical need for good experimental data to support or modify this assessment.

The combustion time could be cut in half if a second flame front was initiated at the right from the hot residual gas, but the danger of premature ignition or flashback may preclude it. Again, only experiments can resolve the uncertainty about the complex interaction between turbulence, ignition chemistry, and wave dynamics that control this possibility.

Large Engine Case

For the post-intake conditions of 55.2 atm and $1865^\circ$R, the autoignition data in Figure 5 exhibit considerable variation, and the autoignition delay time for hydrocarbon fuels ranges from 0.2 ms to 2 ms; for jet fuel the delay time will likely be closer to the shorter limit. The intake duration is about 1 ms and the intake Mach number in this design (about 0.45 relative to the moving channel) results in a temperature rise of about $200^\circ$R across the stopping compression wave. Given the uncertainty in the data, there is a risk of autoignition in the intake. Therefore it is preferable to avoid premixing, thus also preventing detonation. A number of stationary fuel injectors, perhaps three or four placed close to the intake plane, would deliver fuel into the channels at evenly spaced locations in the charge, but avoiding the leading zone that touches the residual gas. Since the channel is not fully purged, fuel injection can only take place at the inlet end.

If the turbulence kinetic energy in the inlet flow is again assumed to be 5\% of the total kinetic energy, and the characteristic turbulence length scale is assumed equal to the channel width, the characteristic turbulence timescale will be about 0.2 ms. In that case, it appears feasible to complete ignition and combustion in the available 2 ms or less, in order to keep the total cycle time the same as with external combustion.
OTHER ISSUES

Some additional issues that may be important in the design of a combustion wave rotor are mentioned here.

1. Compared to the external combustion cycle, the on-rotor combustion and gas dynamics are closely and dynamically coupled. This creates the possibility of cycle-to-cycle variability and oscillations whose stability behavior is unknown at present. For instance, an increase in the amount of fuel in one cycle will result in a higher combustion pressure, and thus reduce the mass of air taken in the next cycle. The growth or decay of such a disturbance will partly depend on how the fueling is controlled.

2. In the wave cycle of Figure 8, the fresh charge does not completely fill the channel. Therefore the cooling effect of the cold charge will be experienced only by one end of the rotor, unless multiple cycles are completed in a single rotation with the inlet and exhaust port located at alternating ends of the rotor. For example, the inlet on the left could be followed (after combustion) by an exhaust port on the left, and the inlet for the next cycle would then be on the right. This reverse flow arrangement would leave a buffer layer of gas that always remains in the rotor if there is perfect symmetry. Other arrangements are possible that would also provide even cooling.

3. Only a single design operating point is considered in the examples discussed. In reality mixture conditions may vary considerably over the operating range of the engines. In-rotor ignition and combustion may be more sensitive to these variations than conventional combustion systems. Consider that the wave rotor inlet temperature in an aircraft gas turbine may differ markedly between sea-level takeoff and descent from altitude. Guaranteeing ignition at all conditions may require some form of fuel staging.

It is evident that the concept of combustion in a wave rotor presents some unique challenges, but there may also be many unexplored ideas and possibilities for design.

CONCLUSIONS

Combustion within the channels of a wave rotor is a promising means of obtaining pressure gain during heat addition in a gas turbine engine. The feasibilities of three modes of combustion were evaluated: premixed autoignition/detonation, premixed deflagration, and non-premixed compression ignition.

Premixed deflagration and non-premixed combustion will require strong turbulence for completion of combustion in a reasonable time in the wave rotor. If sufficient turbulence is not generated by the upstream and intake processes, additional turbulence generation means will be necessary. Little decay of turbulence is expected after the flow enters the channel.

Premixed and non-premixed autoignition modes will require inlet temperatures in excess of about 1500°F for reliable ignition with most hydrocarbon fuels; otherwise, a supplementary ignition method must be provided. A detonation wave is possible with premixed gas at high inlet temperature, and will result in extremely short reaction time, but it may complicate the mechanical design of the rotor. If a non-hydrocarbon fuel such as hydrogen is to be used, the conclusions regarding ignition will be different.

Examples of combustion mode selection are presented for two core engine applications that had been previously designed with equivalent 4-port wave rotor topping cycles using external combustion. The first engine has a mass flow of 4 lb/sec and a pressure ratio of 7. For this engine the premixed deflagration mode is recommended, and a high energy ignition source such as a jet of hot recirculated gas is required. The second engine has a 400 lb/sec core and a pressure ratio of 40. Because of the high inlet temperature, non-premixed autoignited combustion is possible. It is estimated that combustion in each engine can be completed in a reasonable time if the turbulent kinetic energy in the inflow exceeds about 5% of the total kinetic energy.
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Combustion within the channels of a wave rotor is examined as a means of obtaining pressure gain during heat addition in a gas turbine engine. Several modes of combustion are considered and the factors that determine the applicability of three modes are evaluated in detail: premixed autoignition/detonation, premixed deflagration, and non-premixed compression ignition. The last two will require strong turbulence for completion of combustion in a reasonable time in the wave rotor. The compression/autoignition modes will require inlet temperatures in excess of 1500°C for reliable ignition with most hydrocarbon fuels; otherwise, a supplementary ignition method must be provided. Examples of combustion mode selection are presented for two core engine applications that had been previously designed with equivalent 4-port wave rotor topping cycles using external combustion.